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The so-called H phase in the system Li2O+TiO2 was prepared
from niobia-doped R-Li2Ti3O7 (ramsdellite form) by reheating
the quenched metastable R phase to 1000 K. The phase was
characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
powder X-ray di4raction (XRD), and powder neutron di4raction
(ND). It has trigonal symmetry, space group R31 c, with hexa-
gonal cell parameters a 5 5.0744(1) As and c 5 69.9405(3) A_ at
303 K. The unit cell composition is Li28.5Ti36.5Nb1.1O90. High-
resolution TEM images were used to establish a starting model
for the structure, which was re5ned by the Rietveld method using
ND data collected at 1.5 K, to Rwp 5 5.8%, RB 5 2.0% (350
re6ections). The structure comprises an ordered intergrowth,
parallel to (001) of blocks of corundum-type [Ti2O3]

21 and
LiNbO3-type structures. The Li atoms in the centre of the
LiNbO3-type blocks have triangular coordination as in paraelec-
tric LiNbO3. The e4ect of temperature on the structure was
studied by Rietveld re5nement of XRD data sets collected be-
tween 100 and 1173 K. The relationship to the structure of the
R phase is discussed. ( 2000 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

A phase with composition close to Li
2
Ti

3
O

7
in the

pseudobinary phase diagram Li
2
O}TiO

2
was "rst reported

by Jonker (1). The phase was proposed to have a ramsdellite
(R)-type structure by Lundberg and Andersson (2). This was
con"rmed in a single-crystal X-ray study by Morosin and
Mikkelsen (3). Based on the structure re"nement the for-
mula is more correctly written as Li

1.72
[Li

0.57
Ti

3.43
]O

8
,

in which part of the lithium substitutes for titanium in
the octahedral framework as originally proposed by Roth
et al. (4).

Subsequent investigations of the pseudobinary phase sys-
tem (5, 6) showed that at temperatures below 1213 K,
Li

2
Ti

3
O

7
(R) is unstable relative to a mixture of Li

4
Ti

5
O

12
(spinel) and rutile. The R phase could be preserved
metastably by quenching. Mikkelsen (6) observed that on
o whom proofs should be sent. E-mail: ian.grey@minerals.csiro.au.
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reheating the quenched R phase at &700}900 K it trans-
formed into a new phase for which the X-ray di!raction
(XRD) patterns could be indexed using a hexagonal (H) cell
with a"8.78 As and c"69.86 A_ . A transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) study on the H phase by Zou et al. (7)
revealed the presence of two separate phases which were
labeled H1 and H2, both belonging to the trigonal system.
The phase H1, with space group R3c or R31 c had hexagonal
cell parameters a"5.14 A_ (&8.78/J3), c"70.2 A_ , related
to those given by Mikkelsen (6). The phase H2 had a primi-
tive trigonal cell with a"5.14 A_ and c"9.36 A_ . Coherent
intergrowth of H1 and H2 along [001] was commonly
observed.

The transformation of the R to the H phase was investi-
gated by Tsubone and Shimizu (8). In the pseudobinary
system the phase transition RPH occurred at 900 K and
was accompanied by a partial decomposition of H to spinel
plus rutile. Tsubone and Shimizu found that addition of
small amounts (3}5 mol %) of Nb

2
O

5
facilitated the RPH

phase transition and suppressed the consecutive decomposi-
tion reaction, giving an almost pure H phase product. The
niobia addition also stabilised the H phase to higher tem-
peratures. The powder XRD pattern of the phase containing
3 mol% niobia was indexed using cell parameters
a"8.778(8) A_ and c"69.88(2) A_ , related to those of the H1
phase (7).

Recently, Li
2
Ti

3
O

7
gained commercial interest as an En-

gineered Scavenger Compound, ESC, (9) because of its abil-
ity to selectively recover lithium from aluminum}lithium
scrap alloys. Studies on the scavenging process have shown
that electrochemical loading of lithium into the R phase at
873 K causes a rapid transformation to the H phase. The
H phase was reported to be as e!ective a scavenger as the
R phase (9). However, the scavenging mechanism remained
unclear as the structure of the H phase had not been deter-
mined. We report here the preparation of the H1 phase
stabilized by niobia addition and a determination and
re"nement of its crystal structure using a combination
of high-resolution TEM, powder XRD, and neutron
di!raction.
6



FIG. 1. Transmission electron microscope image (300 kV, C
4
"

1.2 mm) viewed along [110] of H phase. The [001] direction is vertical. The
scale bar corresponds to 10 A_ .
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Synthesis

A mixture of high-purity starting materials of Li
2
CO

3
,

TiO
2
, and Nb

2
O

5
, in the molar ratio 0.96 : 2.69 : 0.04, was

intimately ground, pelleted, and preheated in a platinum
crucible to 1173 K to decompose the carbonate. The sample
was reground, pelleted, and heated in air to 1500 K for 24 h
and then cooled by removing from the furnace. A powder
XRD pattern showed that the product was single-phase
R-type. After "ne grinding in methanol, the repelleted
sample was heated from ambient to 773 K at 50 K/h, held
for 1 h, heated to 1000 K at 20 K/h, held for 1 h, and then
removed from the furnace. A powder XRD pattern showed
a well-crystallized product with a small amount of rutile as
the only impurity.

Diwraction Studies

Electron di!raction/microscopy studies were made
using a Philips CM300 transmission electron microscope
operated at 300 kV, with a C

4
coe$cient of 1.2 mm.

Studies were made on thin edges of crystals produced by
fracturing.

Routine phase identi"cation was made using a Siemens
D5000 powder di!ractometer operated in transmission
mode. Data collections for structure re"nement were ob-
tained at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
using the high-resolution multi-detector powder di!rac-
tometer on beam line BM16 (10). The "nely ground sample
was packed in a 1-mm quartz capillary which was spun
about the axis of the di!ractometer to minimize the e!ect
of preferred orientation. A wavelength of 0.44535 A_ was
employed. Data sets were collected at 100, 300, 473, 673,
873, 1073, and 1173 K. The di!erent temperatures were
achieved by passing a stream of cold or hot gas over the
capillary.

A neutron di!raction (ND) data set was obtained at
a temperature of 1.5 K on the high-resolution powder dif-
fractometer D2B (11) at the Institut Laue Langevin. Data in
the 2h range of 2}1603 were collected using a wavength of
1.594 A_ (selected by the (335) re#ection of a Ge mono-
chromator) and a step width of 0.053.

Rexnements

Least-squares re"nements were made using the Rietveld
programs SR5, a local modi"cation of the code by Hill and
Howard (12), Wiles and Young (13), and FULLPROF (14).
A pseudo-Voigt peak shape function was employed, to-
gether with a three-term full-width at half-maximum func-
tion (15) and a four-parameter polynomial for the
background.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TEM Studies

Selected area electron di!raction patterns could all be
indexed on the basis of the H1 cell reported by Zou et al. (7)
with a"5.07 A_ and c"69.9 A_ . In fact the di!raction data
reported by Mikkelsen (6) can also be fully indexed using
these cell parameters in place of the larger cell with
a"8.78"J3]5.07 A_ that he used. Di!erent zones were
obtained by rotation about c*. The observed systematic
absences established the possible space groups as R3c or
R3M c, as found by Zou et al. (7). We found no evidence for the
H2 phase observed by Zou et al. (7). Consistent with this,
Tsubone and Shimizu (8) were able to completely index
powder XRD patterns of niobia-doped H phase using the
H1 cell, which suggests that the niobia doping stabilizes the
H1 phase relative to H2.

A typical high-resolution electron image obtained near
the edge of a thin crystallite (projected along [110]) is shown
in Fig. 1. It bears a close resemblance to the corresponding
image presented by Zou et al. for their H1 phase (7). The



FIG. 2. 5-A_ projection of all octahedral sites in a hcp oxygen array.
Empty sites shown as small circles. Sites occupied by Ti in starting model
shown by large dark-shaded circles. Ti atom subsequently located in
structure analysis shown by large light-shaded circles.
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image comprises slightly undulating rows of bright
spots oriented along [441 1]. The separation between the
rows is 0.5 [111 0]. Along the rows the image is repeated every
"fth spot. Extended exposure of crystallites to the electron
beam during the collection of images was observed to
produce di!use scattering in the selected area di!raction
patterns, and was accompanied by a loss of long-range
order in the images.

Development of a Structural Model

A structural model for the new phase was developed using
a combination of crystal chemistry reasoning and informa-
tion obtained from the TEM images. The unit cell para-
meters are consistent with a close-packed anion lattice,
where the layer separation is c/30"2.33 A_ and the ani-
on}anion separation within the layers is a/J3"2.93 A_ .
These distances are close to those found for example in
rutile (distorted hexagonal close packed, hcp) or ilmenite,
FeTiO

3
(hcp). Titanium has a strong preference for octahed-

ral coordination. The location of titanium-occupied oc-
tahedral sites in the close-packed anion lattice was obtained
directly from the TEM image shown in Fig. 1. For the
defocus condition used of !1200 A_ at the thin crystal edge,
the bright spots correspond to projected high charge den-
sity, that is, to titanium atoms.

A schematic representation of the titanium atom distribu-
tion obtained from the TEM image is shown in Fig. 2. This
diagram shows a 5-A_ projection of all octahedral sites that
occur in a hcp anion framework as small circles, with the
proposed sites occupied by titanium shown as larger "lled
circles. The repeat distance along [001] of the titanium
ordering is 15]2.33"34.95 A_ , which is half of the c axis of
the H1 phase. However the hcp anion lattice repeat along
[001] is 2]2.33 A_ , and so the true unit cell repeat is
30]2.33"69.9 A_ to bring the anion and cation sublattices
into coincidence.

Rietveld Rexnement

The starting model for the Rietveld re"nement was estab-
lished in space group R3c. It comprised an ideal hcp oxygen
lattice together with the titanium atom positions shown in
Fig. 2. The 100 K XRD data set was used to re"ne the
titanium and oxygen positions and to locate another tita-
nium atom (shown by the light-shaded circles in Fig. 2) via
di!erence Fourier syntheses. The ND data was then used to
locate the lithium atoms and to further re"ne the oxygen
atoms. The ND data was particularly useful for these pur-
poses because of the strong scattering contrast between Ti,
Li, Nb, and O with scattering lengths of !3.44, !1.90,
7.05, and 5.80 fm, respectively. A re"nement of site occu-
pancies indicated mixed occupancy of some sites. The re-
sults from the XRD and ND re"nements were used in
conjunction to establish the types of cation mixing, Ti/Li,
Ti/Nb, and Li/Ti. The minor amount of rutile was included
as a second phase in the re"nements.

As the re"nement progressed, it became evident that the
atomic arrangement possessed a center of symmetry. The
model was then rede"ned, with an appropriate origin shift,
using the centrosymmetric space group R31 c. The "nal re-
"nement of 33 pro"le parameters, coordinates, and group
isotropic thermal parameters using the 1.5 K ND data (350
re#ections) converged at R

wp
"5.8% and R

B
"2.0%. The

re"nement using the 100 K XRD data (447 re#ections) con-
verged at R

wp
"11.4%, R

B
"2.5% (12). The re"ned struc-

tural parameters from the two re"nements are compared in
Table 1. The higher B values obtained in the ND re"nement
are due to the high absorption cross-section of Li for neu-
trons (70.5 barns). The observed and calculated di!raction
patterns from the Rietveld re"nement of the ND data are
given in Fig. 3.



TABLE 1
Results of Rietveld Re5nement of ND Dataa at 1.5 K and XRD

Datab at 100 K

Site and
occupancy x y z B (A_ 2)

Ti(1) ND 12c, Ti 1
3

2
3

0.0053(1) 0.45(1)
XRD 1

3
2
3

0.00484(1) 0.11(1)
Ti(2) ND 12c, Ti 2

3
1
3

0.0377(1) 0.45(1)
XRD 2

3
1
3

0.0374(1) 0.11(1)
Ti(3) ND 12c, 0.918(3) Ti 0 0 0.0674(2) 0.45(1)

XRD #0.082 Nb 0 0 0.0676(1) 0.11(1)
Li(1) ND 12c, 0.970(2) Li 0 0 0.0287(2) 0.50(7)

XRD #0.030 Nb 0 0 0.0282(1) 0.25(7)
Li(2) ND 12c, 0.850(4) Li 1

3
2
3

0.0583(1) 0.50(7)
XRD #0.150 Ti 1

3
2
3

0.0596(1) 0.25(7)
Li(3) 12c, 0.50(2)Li 2

3
1
3

0.0866(1) 0.50(7)
2
3

1
3

0.0867(1) 0.25(7)
O(1) ND 36f !0.0220(5) 0.3643(5) 0.0163(1) 0.28(1)

XRD !0.0214(7) 0.3678(8) 0.0159(1) 0.16(2)
O(2) ND 36f 0.3252(8) 0.2927(6) 0.0503(1) 0.28(1)

XRD 0.3255(9) 0.2919(7) 0.0505(1) 0.16(2)
O(3) ND 18e 0.6172(8) 0 1

4
0.28(1)

XRD 0.6174(9) 0 1
4

0.16(1)

aND data, ¹"1.5 K, a"5.0655(1) A_ , c"69.7920(5) A_ , R
wp

"5.8%,
R

B
"2.0%.
bXRD data, ¹"100 K, a"5.0668(1) A_ , c"69.8302(2) A_ , R

wp
"11.4%,

R
B
"2.4%.
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The unit cell composition of the H phase can be cal-
culated from the starting composition, corrected for the
amount of rutile in the product obtained from the Rietveld
FIG. 3. Observed (dots), calculated (lines), and di!erence plots from Rie
H phase and rutile shown.
re"nement (7.2 wt%). This gives a composition Li
28.5

Ti
36.5

Nb
1.1

O
90

. The composition can also be independently
determined from the structure re"nement using the
re"ned site occupancies. The resulting composition,
Li

27.8
Ti

36.8
Nb

1.3
O

90
, is in reasonable agreement with the

rutile-corrected starting composition.

Description of Structure

A polyhedral representation of the structure of the
H phase, projected along [110], is shown in Fig. 4. The
diagram shows that the structure is an ordered intergrowth,
parallel to (001), of blocks of corundum-type and LiNbO

3
-

type (LN) structures. The corundum part, [Ti
2
O

3
]2`, of the

intergrowth is centered on the metal atom layer containing
Ti(1). The Ti(1)O

6
octahedra share edges within the (001)

plane, and faces vertical to (001) as in Ti
2
O

3
. However

Ti
2
O

3
contains trivalent titanium and metal}metal bonding

occurs across the shared octahedral face with Ti3`}Ti3`
"2.59 A_ (16), whereas the H phase contains tetravalent
titanium and strong repulsion occurs across the shared
octahedral faces, giving Ti(1)}Ti(2)"3.00 A_ . This distance
is considerably longer than the Ti4`}Ti4` distance of
2.69 A_ across a shared octahedral face in 6H-BaTiO

3
(17).

In the latter compound, Ti and Ba atoms stack along the
hexagonal c axis and the shorter Ti-Ti distance is the result
of a balance between Ti}O bonding forces and Ba}Ti non-
bonded repulsions (18). In the corundum-type structure the
Ti}Ti pairs are separated by vacant sites along the c axis,
tveld re"nement of the 1.5 K neutron di!raction data. Bragg re#ections for



FIG. 4. Polyhedral representation of the structure of the H phase,
projected along [110]. Filled circles correspond to Li.

FIG. 5. [110] projection of the structure of the H phase, showing
atomic positions. Large light circles are oxygen atoms, medium "lled circles
are Li, and smaller gray circles are Ti.
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and in the absence of metal}metal bonding, the structure is
stabilized by large displacements of the metals toward the
vacant sites. For example, in Fe

2
O

3
the Fe}Fe distance is

2.89 A_ (19).
The Ti

2
O

3
segments are separated by blocks of LiNbO

3
-

type structure (20). At temperatures below 1470 K, LN is
ferroelectric due to cooperative displacements along [001]
of the Li and Nb atoms relative to the hexagonal close
packed oxygen layers (21). In contrast, the centrosymmetric
nature of the H phase structure results in the ferroelectric
displacements of the metal atoms relative to the oxygen
layers being of opposite polarity at either end of each
block. In the middle of each block, a paraelectric region
exists, where the Ti(3) atoms are located close to the
midpoint between the oxygen layers. The di!erent displace-
ments of the metal atoms relative to the oxygen layers are
shown in Fig. 5. As seen from Table 2, the Ti(2) atoms at the
ends of the blocks have three short and three long Ti}O
distances, 1.85 and 2.12 A_ , as found for ferroelectric LN,
while the Ti(3) atoms at the center of the blocks have
relatively undistorted octahedra with Ti(3)}O distances of
1.93 and 1.97 A_ .

In the central part of the LN-type blocks, the Li(3) atoms
are strongly displaced to lie almost in the plane of the
oxygen atoms, giving triangular coordination with
Li(3)}O(3)"1.95 A_ and with three much longer Li(3)}O(2)
distances of 2.64 A_ . Bond valence calculations (22) give
a reasonable calculated valence for Li(3), see Table 2. The
geometry of the central part of the LN-type block is the
same as observed in the paraelectric form of LN at temper-
atures above 1470 K (23). In particular, the oxygen atom
O(3) takes up the special position (x, 0, 1

4
) and the Li(3) atom

is disordered over two sites displaced along [001] by
$0.23 A_ from the plane of O(3) atoms.

The ND and XRD site occupancy re"nements and val-
ence sum calculations (Table 2) are consistent with a certain
degree of cation mixing in the H phase. In particular the
Li(2) site contains about 15% substitution by Ti. The occu-
pation of Li(2) by Ti results in a localized region of corun-
dum structure. The Nb dopant predominantly substitutes
for Ti in the middle of the LN-type blocks. The site occu-
pancy re"nements were consistent with minor substitution
of Nb also at the Li(1) site. However, this is more speculative
because other schemes are possible involving all three ca-
tions and/or vacancies at the cation sites.



TABLE 2
Interatomic Distances (A_ ) from Re5nements at 1.5 and 1173 K

and Calculated Bond Valencesa

Data from ND re"nement,
1.5 K

Data from XRD
re"nement, 1173 K

Distance
Bond valence

(Ref. 22) Distance Bond valence

Ti(1)}O(1)]3 1.85* 4.02 1.85 4.15
}O(1)]3 2.13 2.09

Ti(2)}O(2)]3 1.86 3.99 1.89 3.94
}O(1)]3 2.12 2.16

Ti(3)}O(3)]3 1.93 4.15 1.94 4.16
}O(2)]3 1.97 1.96

Li(1)}O(1) 2.09 0.99 2.18 0.83
}O(2) 2.18 2.22

Li(2)}O(2) 1.96 1.07 2.05 0.92
}O(3) 2.35 2.32

Li(3)}O(3) 1.95 0.93 1.97 0.88
}O(2) 2.64 2.65

Ti(1)}Ti(1) edge 3.02 3.03
}Ti(2) face 3.00 2.98

Ti(2)}Li(1) edge 2.99 3.04
}Li(3) none 2.95 2.98

Ti(3)}Li(1) face 2.70 2.80
}Li(2) face 2.86 2.77
}Li(2) edge 2.99 3.02
}Li(3) corner 3.05 3.08

a Errors associated with M}O and M}M are in the range 0.01}0.02 A_ .
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Structure Changes with Temperature

The results of Rietveld re"nements of the powder XRD
data at temperatures of 303, 473, 673, 873, 1073, and 1173 K
are given in Table 3. Both a and c parameters vary linearly
TABL
Results of Rietveld Re5nements of Powd

303 K 473 K 673

a (A_ ) 5.0744(1) 5.0849(1) 5.098
c (A_ ) 69.9405(3) 70.0790(3) 70.253
z, Ti(1) 0.0048(1) 0.0048(1) 0.004
z, Ti(2) 0.0375(1) 0.0375(1) 0.037
z, Ti(3) 0.0676(1) 0.0677(1) 0.067
B Ti (A_ 2) 0.32(1) 0.56(1) 0.76(
z, Li(1) 0.0283 0.0283 0.028
z, Li(2) 0.0596 0.0596 0.059
z, Li(3) 0.0867 0.0867 0.086
B, Li (A_ 2) 0.90(7) 1.24(7) 1.66(
x, O(1) !0.0217(7) !0.0224(7) !0.020
y, O(1) 0.3679(8) 0.3691(8) 0.370
z, O(1) 0.0159(1) 0.0158(1) 0.015
x, O(2) 0.3256(9) 0.3258(9) 0.324
y, O(2) 0.2899(7) 0.2889(8) 0.285
z, O(2) 0.0505(1) 0.0506(1) 0.050
x, O(3) 0.618(1) 0.618(1) 0.618
B, O (A_ 2) 0.36(2) 0.62(3) 0.93(
R

wp
(%) 11.7 11.6 11.3

R
B

(%) 2.5 2.6 2.6
with temperature in this range. The cell expansion is almost
isotropic with a (a)"13.2]10~6K~1 and a (c)"12.6]
10~6 K~1. This contrasts with the highly anisotropic ex-
pansion of ferroelectric LN for which a (a)"16.7]10~6

K~1 and a (c)"2]10~6 K~1 (21). The isotropic displace-
ment parameters for Ti, Li, and O show linear dependences
on temperature, with a deviation toward higher values for
O at temperatures above 873 K.

The major structural responses to increase in temper-
ature, apart from the isotropic unit cell expansion, are
rotations of the oxygen atoms O(2) and O(3) about the
3-fold axes. The e!ect of these rotations is to increase the
separation of the triangular groupings of oxygens bonded to
Li and to decrease the separation of the triangular group-
ings bonded to Ti. The latter e!ect counteracts the lattice
expansion and as a consequence the size of the Ti(1)O

6
and

Ti(3)O
6

octahedra remain essentialy unchanged with in-
creasing temperature (a correction for anisotropic thermal
motion of the oxygens would probably eliminate the ob-
served small contraction). The polyhedral bond distances at
temperatures of 1.5 and 1173 K are compared in Table 2.

The largest bond length changes with temperature are
associated with Li(1)O

6
and Li(2)O

6
(see Table 2). The

inability to satisfy the valence requirements of Li as the
temperature is increased may well be the driving force for
the decomposition of the H phase (to rutile plus spinel and
then to the R phase) at temperatures above 1230 K (8).

R Phase to H Phase Transformation

The R phase of lithium titanate, Li
1.72

[Li
0.57

Ti
3.43

]O
8
,

has orthorhombic symmetry Pnma, with a"9.542 A_ ,
E 3
er XRD Data at Di4erent Temperatures

K 873 K 1073 K 1173 K

4(1) 5.1121(1) 5.1260(1) 5.1329(1)
1(3) 70.4275(3) 70.6122(3) 70.7088(3)
7(1) 0.0046(1) 0.0045(1) 0.0044(1)
5(1) 0.0376(1) 0.0377(1) 0.0378(1)
8(1) 0.0678(1) 0.0678(1) 0.0679(1)
1) 0.97(1) 1.22(1) 1.39(2)
3 0.0283 0.0283 0.0283
6 0.0596 0.0596 0.0596
7 0.0867 0.0867 0.0867
8) 1.99(8) 2.36(9) 2.7(1)
7(7) !0.0214(7) !0.0204(8) !0.0180(8)
8(9) 0.3722(9) 0.375(1) 0.379(1)
8(1) 0.0157(1) 0.0157(1) 0.0159(1)
(1) 0.324(1) 0.322(1) 0.320(1)
4(8) 0.2839(8) 0.2812(9) 0.279(1)
7(1) 0.0508(1) 0.0510(1) 0.0508(1)
(1) 0.616(1) 0.619(1) 0.618(1)
3) 1.15(3) 1.53(3) 1.73(4)

10.8 11.3 12.5
2.8 2.5 2.7



FIG. 6. Polyhedral representation of the ramsdellite form of lithium titanate. Filled circles are Li atoms.
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b"2.944 A_ , and c"5.014 A_ (24). The structure, shown in
Fig. 6, comprises a distorted hexagonal close-packed oxy-
gen framework with ordering of Ti atoms into octahedral
sites to form double chains of edge-shared octahedra along
[010]. The double chains are interconnected to equivalent
chains in adjacent (001) layers via corner sharing, creating
[2]1] channels. Three-quarters of the Li atoms occupy
tetrahedral sites in the channels, with the remaining 25%
substituting for Ti in the octahedra, as indicated by the
formula above.

The R phase is stable only at temperatures above 1213 K,
below which it decomposes to a mixture of rutile plus spinel
(5, 6). However quenching from above 1213 K preserves the
R phase at ambient conditions. When this metastable
R phase is heated above 800 K, it slowly transforms to the
H phase. Our structure determination of the H phase shows
that this transformation involves extensive di!usion and
relocation of Li and Ti atoms within the hcp oxygen frame-
work, which results in a modulation of the cation composi-
tion normal to the close-packed layers. In the R phase each
(001) layer has the same average composition, i.e.,
Ti

1.29
Li

0.86
O

3
(relative to 3 oxygens for ease of comparison

with the H phase). In the H phase, ignoring the minor niobia
substitution, the composition varies from [Ti

2
O

3
]`2 in the

corundum-type layer through [Ti
1.03

Li
0.97

O
3
]~0.9 in the

LN-type layers to [Ti
1.14

Li
1.35

O
3
]~0.1 in the paraelectric

LN-type layers. Thus relative to the R phase there is
a modulation between Ti-rich and Li-rich layers in the
H phase, where the modulation period is 2.5 times the c axis
periodicity of the R phase, i.e., 5 cation layers. Associated
with this composition modulation is a formal charge separ-
ation as indicated by the charges assigned to each layer
above. However, the structure adjusts to this charge imbal-
ance by local atomic displacements so that the calculated
valence sums at the di!erent cation sites are close to the
expected values at low temperatures, as shown by the results
in Table 2. As the H phase is heated the combined e!ects of
thermal expansion and oxygen displacements progressively
make it more di$cult for the lithium to satisfy its valence
requirements. Ultimately the phase separation becomes
complete when the H phase is heated above 1230 K and it
decomposes into TiO

2
(rutile) and Li

4
Ti

5
O

12
(spinel), before

reforming the R phase (8).
The reported bene"cial role of added niobia in stabilizing

the H phase (8) can now be understood in terms of its
stabilization of the LiNbO

3
-type structure element. It is

interesting to compare the unit cell dimensions of the nio-
bia-doped H and R phases. This comparison can be made
readily by taking the orthohexagonal oxygen subcells for
both phases. Tsubone and Shimizu (8) have reported the
change in unit cell dimensions of the R phase with addition
of niobia. Relatively large cell parameter increases were
observed for additions of up to about 1 mol% of Nb

2
O

5
,

after which the parameters remained almost unchanged at
a"9.566 A_ , b"2.950 A_ , and c"5.032 A_ , using the Pnma
space group orientation. The corresponding orthohexa-
gonal parameters for the oxygen subcell are a"4.783 A_ ,
b"2.950 A_ , and c"5.032 A_ . The subcell parameters for
the niobia-doped H phase at ambient can be calculated
from the parameters in Table 3, giving a"5.074 A_ ,
b"2.929 A_ , and c"4.663 A_ . The R to H phase transforma-
tion thus involves a large anisotropic expansion within
the close-packed layers and a large contraction of the
separation between the layers. This is due essentially to a
#attening of the anion layers in the H phase, which are
strongly puckered along [100] in the R phase in order to
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accomodate the Li atoms in tetrahedral interstices in the
channels (24).

The ambient temperature subcell parameters correspond
to a 2.4% volume contraction in going from the R to the
H phase. The linear expansion coe$cient for the R phase
has been reported to be 12.5]10~6 K~1(8), which is close
to the value that we measured for the H phase, so a similar
volume contraction is expected at the transformation tem-
perature. Thus there is a density increase on going from the
R phase to the H phase which is consistent with the increase
in coordination number for the majority of the Li atoms
from 4 to 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The ramsdellite form of lithium titanate, Li
1.72

[Li
0.57

Ti
3.43

]O
8
, is unstable below 1213 K but can be re-

tained metastably by quenching. When the quenched
R phase is reheated slowly to above &800 K it transforms
to a new polymorph with trigonal symmetry, which has
become known in the literature as the H phase. Pre-doping
of the R phase with niobia stabilizes the H phase against
decomposition to rutile plus spinel.

We have determined and re"ned the structure of the
H phase stabilized with 4 mol % niobia by combining TEM
studies with Rietveld analysis using both XRD and ND
powder data. The structure can be described as an ordered
intergrowth, parallel to (001), of corundum-type Ti

2
O

3
blocks with LiNbO

3
-type blocks. The LN-type blocks con-

tain elements of both ferroelectric and paraelectric LN-type
structure elements.

The structural evolution of the H phase has been studied
as a function of temperature using powder XRD data col-
lected between 1.5 and 1173 K. With increasing temperature
the oxygen atoms rotate about the 3-fold axes to counteract
the unit cell expansion and maintain the size of the TiO

6
octahedra relatively constant. This results in large increases
in the Li}O bond lengths, with an eventual destabilisation
of the H phase relative to a mixture of rutile plus spinel at
a temperature of &1230 K.
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